F 0 R T Y      THOUSAND     A O A I N S T     T II K     ARCTIC
every week, as the doctor told me.    They will live twice
as long as Natya's.5   She pointed to my reactionary hostess
who had introduced me but was now leaving furiously at
being insulted by her cousin.    As she did not understand
Russian herself, the cultural champion had repeated her
remark in Dolgan, lest there was any misunderstanding.
With this good woman culture and progress were obviously
supreme.   She had picture books which she took out to show
to me; they are printed for illiterate natives and describe
scenes from their lives and also give propaganda for the
leaders of the State, including the native chairmen of the
district  Soviet.     Pictures  were  given  of native  children
marching in a row with Russian, Georgian, Chinese and
Turkoman boys  and  girls  from  other  Republics in the
Soviet Union, all carrying Red flags demonstrating their
solidarity.
This spirit is propagated everywhere in Russia.    The
sentimental love towards the national minorities is remark-
able among the Russians of the younger generation.   Where-
ever the Russian workers come into contact with the native
population,   agitators   are   at   work   continuously   telling
them that it is their lirst duty to behave like brothers, like
elder brothers, towards them,  to help them on and to
respect their peculiarities.   The idea of the white man's
burden is  very  prevalent  among  the  Red  missionaries.
The Russian girls at the club in Port Igarka—who were
never slow in asking the boys to dance with them—were
careful to give the Tungus and Samoyed boys at least an
equal chance with the Russians.   It has become more than a
political dogma for the large masses in Russia to regard
the different races in the Union as brothers.    A kind of
pride and joy at the variety of colours and nationalities
of the country has been established.   The feeling of being
rich in different national cultures,  languages,  arts and
customs, from Arctic to sub-tropical, from Far Eastern to
European, is imbued into the youth.    'We have all the
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